Certified Security Practitioner Course -16 – 19 Sep 2019 at New Delhi
The Certified Security Practitioner Course conducted by IISSM at New Delhi, from 16 – 19 Sep 2019
was a Great Success.The participants were from
Kolkata, Trivandrum, Lucknow, Chandigarh, Guwahati & Bengaluru.
The sessions were conducted on Risk Management, Disaster Risk Management, Fire Safety Management, Baggage Scanning and Image Interpretation - Introduction, Incidence Response System &
Crisis Management Framework, Corporate Vigilance - Overview & Preventive Aspects, ESS & Technological Applications in Security Management,
Hospital, Hotel and Mall Security, Bank Security,
IEDs and Bomb threat handling, Arms Act and Arms
Licensing, Executive Protection and Role of PSO,
Cyber Security & Data Protection, Latest technology in Fire Fighting, PSAR Act - 2005 - Need for review& Business Continuity Planning. In addition a

Class Room Crisis Simulation Exercise, on Flood Situation Management was conducted.
It was very heartening to witness very healthy interactions between the participants and the Faculty
members. The Classroom Exercise received an Excellent Response from the Participants.
The Faculty Members who conducted the Course
were Brigadier A K Pathak (Retd) & Col MP Sen
(Retd), both from IISSM and Col Vishu Sikka (Retd),
Guest Faculty.
All Participants have recommended that they
would propagate this programme to be attended
by their colleagues in the Profession. They felt that
this course would help them to rearrange/ improve
their Security Management Planning.
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Overall the course was very well appreciated.

Major Ashutosh Kumar Pandey (Retd), Manager (MM
Scale-III) Security, Canara Bank, Lucknow
“Quite beneficial, learning oriented and practically
designed training methodology. Learnt a lot and updated myself with the industry norms and standards.”

Capt Manjeet Singh (Retd), DGM, Protocol & Security,
RBI, Kolkata
“Excellent, enriching and knowledge oriented”

Flt Lt Manish Dutta (Retd) Manager (MM Scale – III), Security, Canara Bank, Chandigarh
“Very Good Programme”

The sessions
were conducted on
“Leadership
Development”
wherein participants were
also given a
glimpse of
‘Change Management’,
‘Time and
Stress Management’

Corporate Training on Leadership Development
12 Sep 2019 at Patna
Corporate Training on Leadership Development conducted
by Col (Dr.) MP Sen at Patna on 12 Sep 2019 was a great success. All the participants were from SIS of Bihar & Jharkhand
region. There were total 30 participants.

The sessions were conducted on “Leadership Development”
wherein participants were also given a glimpse of ‘Change
Management’, ‘Time and Stress Management’. The training
was structured as a workshop which included Talk, PPT, video
clippings, and interactive sessions, Role- Plays, corporate
games and guided meditation.
It was very heartening to witness enthusiastic and willing participation in all the activities. The Participants have recommended that this programme must be attended by their colleagues and be repeated.

Few Quotes from Participants on Overall Assessment of the
Course are mentioned below:-

Mr. Indra Bhushan Singh, Commercial Manager, Patna,
Bihar Region
“Good Training Session and it should be done on quarterly basis..”

Mr.Vijaya Nand Verma, Branch Manager, Boring Road,
Patna
“Very Remarkable points made by the teaching faculty
for improvement…”

Mr. Mumtaz Ahmed, AM-Product Support, AO, Patna
“It was good and different learning Experience.”

Mr. Brijesh Kumar, Assistant Branch Head, Deoghar
(Jharkhand)
“Good Capsule for development of our skills …”
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Dear Readers,
Greetings to you all!
We all are watching the fury of the rains and floods in
Patna despite the October has arrived and worse is expected. This ravaging Monsoon is likely to continue for

one more week or so. It has broken past 100 years record so far as receding date is concerned. Although the
Rains have been bountiful this year in majority parts of
the country, while states like Delhi and neighbouring
states received lesser quantity. The states like Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Rajasthan have received more than their fare share. In fact
these states have not seen such kind fury of nature and
deluge in their recent memories. These are not ‘Normal’.
Last month I raised this question: why the seasons are so
abnormal, unpredictable and worsening? It needs soul
searching to answer!
Last month, Greta Thunberg cried her heart out at the
United Nations and asked the world leaders what they
are doing about it? Our Prime Minister also told the
world community that “Time of Talking is over! It’s Time
to Act!” Hope the world leaders take heed of this call
and act now else it will be too late! If the rise in temper-

ature is not stabilised or halted many of the small island
countries like Mauritius, Maldives will vanish from the
face of the earth. In addition, 45 cities including Mumbai and New York will submerge to a great extent and
Kolkata and Jakarta will certainly be lost to the sea.
While the world is busy in discussing the ‘climate
change’, economy has started slowing down across the
globe. It is being said that whole world is going to be
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gripped by it by 2020 with more severity than the past.
In India, it is being said that the Joblessness is at the
peak but there is no evident data to support the claim.
It is widely believed that by infusing fresh money into the
economic system will bolster the GDP which will halt the
reversing trend and create jobs and increase the demand in the market. But we don’t realise that this process is NOT sustainable for eternity. Mindless drive to increase GDP year after year has brought this earth to the

brink of disaster. We are consuming 1.7 times more than
the planet can produce or recycle. Natural resources
are getting depleted at a very fast rate and this has created imbalance in every sphere of the nature. Thus, we
need to junk this ‘Bretton Wood’ economic model and
devise a new one which will be sustainable without disturbing nature’s ecosystem. To my mind we need to invent a new Vedic model to suit the modern times could
be the answer wherein it met the ‘Just needs’ but ‘Not

the greed’ of all the inhabitants of this planet.
The IISSM 29th Annual Global Conclave is approaching
fast and preparations for the same are going ON. Lots of
work has been done and a lot is to be done to make it
a grand success.
With Best Wishes,
Col (Dr.) M P Sen
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